
(Draft of February 3, 1951)

Statement Re Program for Curtailment of Noneasential Bank
Credit (February, 1951)

The dangers we face today are great and demand correct

and courageous action. Our civilization is in jeopardy and the

means of its preservation are by no means solely military. We

cannot hide behind an army and navy. V.e must cast off fear and

uncertainty. .Above \ll we must maintain the economic stability

upon which all our efforts are built. In his recent address to

the Congress, General Eisenhower - himself a distinguished pro-

fessional soldier - placed special emphasis on the importance of

the American economy to European as well as American survival.

He commented that "the fighting forces are but the cutting edge

of a very great machine" and emphatically stated that "our system

must remain solvent as we attempt the solution of this great

problem of security, else we have lost the battle from within

that we are trying to win from without."

A truly "solvent'^ economic system is not simply one in

which the number of money units on the asset side of a balance

sheet exceeds the liabilities, A nation's solvency is not

measured in terms of millions or billions of francs or dollars

or pounds. The true measure of solvency in a free enterprise

system is the well-being of all elements of the population, itfhich

in turn rests upon a financial structure which, by its assurance

of stability for tomorrow as well as today, gives encouragement

to saving, to planning, to initiative, to progress in all fields.
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We all must recognize that no single element can do more

to destroy the foundation of this structure than uncontrolled

inflation. Americans have been fortunate enough to spend their

lives in a country which has not known severe inflation for more

than lf?Q years. For this reason it can never be too greatly

emphasized that practically no one benefits by inflation, that

it is a universal destroyer. It destroys the savings of the

thrifty and the old, it destroys the day-to-day security of

every worker, it destroys initiative and hope, and eventually

it kills incentive to work and preserve. Above all, it leads

to bitterness, conflict, and loss of desire to defend and main-

tain the moat fundamental principles. Unless our system remains

truly solvent we shall lose the battle without exchanging a shot

with the enemy.

The American economy, which we roust strive with all our

power to protect against the ultimate horrors of inflation, con-

sists of many facets - not only our enormous production of raw

material, manufacture of millions of machines and appliances,

and construction of the world's greatest network of transport

facilities, but the entire structure of material achievement and

economic and financial prosperity. The American economy is great

not only because of what it does, but because of how it is done -

by Individual, voluntary initiative and energy. The American way

is built upon the stability as well as the productivity of our

nation.
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In the preservation of this stability, the American

banking system and governmental fiscal authorities have a re-

sponsibility second to none. The degree of importance of

this responsibility is reflected in the heated controversies

that rage about the determination of crucial fiscal and credit

policies.

In a government as vast and intricate as ours, honest

differences of opinion on very fundamental matters are in-

evitable. Almost always, such differences are presented and

threshed out. One view or another prevails on its merits and

becomes an established principle of action. Rarely indeed

are convictions so intense or decisions so crucial that the

adherents of one position or the other cannot bring themselves

to concur in the views of another, or in a workable compromise.

I think it may truthfully be said that, in the history

of the Treasury Department, no problem has received more sin-

cere and concentrated thought than the underlying plan by which

the national debt is to be financed during the critical years

of the 1950's.

With full realization of the significance of national

debt management to the nation's financial structure, we have

determined upon the financing and interest structure pattern

which is now familiar to all bankers. As previously stated,

there are sincere and honest differences of opinion on this
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matter, but the Treasury Department is convinced that, giving

due weight to every factor presented, the pattern of interest

rates on the national debt to which we are adhering is the only

feasible plan vfaich will permit all necessary financing of our

rearmament effort while avoiding an excessive increase in the

annual interest burden and also without disturbing fundamentally

the existing smooth operation and equilibrium of our country*s

financial structure. We are satisfied that our basic fiscal

policies are entirely consonant with effective containment of

inflationary dangers*

These dangers cannot be repulsed by any single weapon.

Vie must fight them with adequate taxation, elimination of all

unnecessary government expenditures, and effective control of

wages and prices. But our efforts along these lines will fail

unless we throttle down the upward-3piraling pressure that

flows from spending by individuals and business in excess of

their real needs, and the feeding of this unnecessary spending

by creation of bank credit beyond what is essential for defense

purposes and minimum civilian needs.

All of us are deadly serious in the determination to dam

this potential major source of an inflationary flood. Credit

will be controlled. This will be done either in the free,

voluntary, cooperative way, or in a compulsory, regulated way.

The choice is yours.
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The voluntary way is the American way; it ia the demo-

cratic, the efficient, and the far-sighted way. To be effective,

it must represent a concerted effort on the part of all Ameri-

can banking institutions. This is not a struggle which con-

cerns any one class of banks; in order to be successful it must

be joined in by state banks and national banks, member banks

and nonraember banks*

The success of such a voluntary program will be of

enormous significance to the preservation of democracy in the

economic world as well as the political. The program which

must be carried out will be not only more effective if it is

done of our free will and without compulsion of law or govern-

mental sanction, but it will be another example and encourage-

ment to the world, by demonstrating once more the extent to

which the free citizens of a free country can govern themselves

without compulsion or force. Knowing that the creation of non-

essential bank credit must be curtailed by one means or another,

we must exhaust every means of accomplishing it in the volun-

tary way, before we admit that merican self-discipline cannot

do the job, and resort to law and regulation and all the regi-

mentation that they entail.

Voluntary credit control has been tried many times, and

I must admit the results indicate some validity in the judgment
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of those who now contend that voluntary methods will not work,

that the free enterprise system, being based on self-interest,

is fundamentally unadaptable to a voluntary program of self-

denial. But niy faith in the patriotism of the American people

and their ability to rise to any emergency, as well as my

oread of the long-range effects of compulsory credit controls,

make it impossible for me to accept that view without at least

one final resolute effort.

In this spirit, the Treasury Department hereby calls

upon the banks and bankers of America to join in a concerted

effort to achieve effective credit control through the demo-

cratic process. Vie ask all bankers, with the coordinating

efforts of their local state and national associations, to

enter into mutual commitments and agreements, one with another,

to serve as a basis for definite and effective limitation of

bank credit for a trial period of six months*

The agreements implementing this program should be local

in scope - covering a city or town area, or a county or group

of counties in rural districts. We are calling upon each

State Bankers Association to act immediately to group all com-

mercial banks within each state into local units for this pur-

pose. This is a task which they are beat fitted to do promptly

and on a practical basis. The urgency of the problem is such

that the local unit3 musi: be defined and activated with the
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utmost dispatch, and without lengthy studies of the relative

merits of different groupings. In a, common effort of this

type, any reasonable local arrangement will work, if it has

the support of the units making up those groups.

The local groups, made up of responsible representatives

of the commercial banks, should meet immediately upon designa-

tion, for the purpose of intensive discussion and formulation

of definite operating programs before the end of this month*

Both the procedure to be followed and the content of the

agreements must be fixed at those meetings. They will not be

uniform from place to place. The very nature of the problem

demands that the agreement in each place be fitted to local con-

ditions and the actual operations of the cooperating banks. In

many situations it will be possible to agree to complete elimina-

tion of certain types of nonessential credit - for example, loans

for vacation expenses. It is probable that in general the mo3t

practicable means of curtailment will consist of specific per-

centage reductions in aggregate loans for appliance purchases,

inventory accumulation, and the like. No doubt, banks in which

consumer and inventory credits, for example, are a relatively

minor factor, will be able to pledge and achieve a greater rela-

tive reduction t han will those banks in which such loans are so

important that an equally large percentage reduction would not

be possible without threatening the successful operation and

existence of the Institution.
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It would be unwise to gloss over the difficulties of such

a program. It will require the utmost measure of good will, free

from any taint of suspicion, obstructionism or defeatism. It

can be successful only if approached with a determination that

it will succeed, and a willingness and eagerness to /five to

the fullest possible extent. liis project is not a matter for

arm's-length negotiation, but one in which all are working

shoulder to shoulder for a single goal - the general welfare.

The agreements to be entered into must have all the

definiteness that the subject matter permits. The program will

not succeed on a basis of pious platitudes. Specific provision

must be made that the banks concerned will not compete in the

area of agreement; loans rejected by one bank, in furtherance

of this program, must not be granted by another.

The initial trial period for the program will be six

months, and at regular monthly meetings of each group every in-

stitution should make a full and revealing report of its progress

in eliminating and excluding nonessential credit from its loan

portfolio. When one participating bank falls to meet its rea-

sonable curtailment "quota", it will be the duty of the group

to inquire fearlessly into the reasons. In a common cooperative

effort of this nature, any relaxation of standards is bound to

lower the moral level of the entire group.
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Remember, the strength of thia program must flow from

the fact that the agreements are (1) self-made, in the sense

that you bankers vill formulate them without governmental di-

rection; (2) self-policing, without governmental interference

or enforcement; and (3) self-serving in the long run, because

it may avoid the necessity of compulsory controls.

In recognition of the importance of this effort and in

order to remove any obstacle to the complete success of this

undertaking, the Attorney General has taken the unprecedented

step of assuring me that during the trial period, no action by

banks in accordance with agreements formulated on this plan will

subject them to prosecution by the Department of Justice under

the anti-trust laws*

As heretofore indicated, the trial period will be the

six months beginning March 1, 195>1, unless during that time it

becomes clear that the plan is not functioning effectively and

I am consequently obliged to ask that the program be abandoned

and the agreements terminated*

A great number of /'raerican bankers have expressed to me

their eagerness to get into the battle now being waged to pre-

serve the way of life which has given us opportunity, prosperity,

initiative, and freedom. ĥis program offers to every jnerican

bank and banker a prime opportunity to get into the battle on

one of its most crucial fronts. Bankers know better than many
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other citizens the economic facts that underlie today's fiscal

and credit complexities. They know that our economy is producing

close to Its maximum capacity, that the need3 of our military

preparation must be satisfied first, and that civilian demands

will receive everything else that ia available. Unnecessary

expansion of bank credit will not add a single item to the

available supply, but vill simply push up prices, engender dis-

locations and dissatisfactions, and actually cause basic injury

to our country - Its defense activities and the welfare of ita

people.

Along with this realization, bankers also know that ex-

cessive credit growth will be stopped, either by such voluntary

programs or - if these fail - by laws and regulations and sovern-

mental controls, American bankers can and will render an out-

standing service by getting these truths across to the people

of their communities, and by acting as leaders not only in

thought but in action t hrough the inauguration and operation of

this program.

Ve have communicated vith every State Bankers Association,

and we are confident that each of them will assist to the utmost

In defining the groups of banks within the state. However,

bankers themselves can act today, as the nucleus of their group,

to launch the program by holding the first meeting of representa-

tives of each bank. This will make It possible to draft, to
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accept, and to put Into operation before the end of this

month sm agreement which adapts tae principles of the

nation-wide program to local conditions and needs.

The Traasur,;. Department and other a^enciet- of the

federal government will render every possible assistance.

But the work of getting this program under way and r.aking

it operate successfully rests exclusively in your hands.

Consequently the achievement of its ^oals *ill be a tribute

to American oanka and bankers and an inspiring example of

democratic action at its best.
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